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Netherlands 

* Boycotted Electronics Firm Expects Losses 

YIENO46SD Rotterdam NRC HANDELSBLAD 

in Dutch 17 Apr 91 p 17 

[Unattributed article: “Losses of “Delft! Remain Below 

10 Million Guilders™] 

{Text} Rotterdam, 17 Apni—Last year, Delft Instrument 

suffered serious losses because at the beginning of the 
year the American government ordered a boycott against 
the supplier of military, industrial, and medical equip- 

ment. The management of the Delft company 1s not yet 

willing to provide any definite figures, but they proceed 
from the assumption that “based on current information 

the ,osses will not exceed 10 million Netherlands guil- 

ders.” This was anounced this morning by Delft Instru- 
ments 

In 1989, Delft Instruments was still making a 19.7 
millon guilder profit. The losses for 1990 were caused 
primarily by extraordinary costs related to making pro- 

visions for covering risks in the defense sector. A 

spokesman this morning was willing neither to divulge 

the kinds of risks involved nor the size of the provisions 

“This will only be done on 26 May, when the final results 
are announced,” according to Delft Instruments 

BENELUN " 

Based on the fact that Delft Instrumenis had carher 

Slated is cap¢ctation that the operating results devel- 

oped as capected in 1990. u would seem however that 

provisions of a few dozen millon guilders were made 

When the mid-year figures were presented, the manage- 
ment predicted thal operating results in the second half 

of 1990 would be substantially better than on the first 

half of 1990. when 3.9 million guilders were carned. The 

management did add that duc to devclopments in the 

international defense market. the priorities of a number 

of programs would hae to be reviewed. As a result, the 
operating results would he lower than in 1989 

Al the beginning of the year. the American government 

imposed a boycott against Delft Instruments because in 

1989 and 1990 the corporation had supplied night vision 

equipment to Irag without having requested the neces- 

sary licenses. Also. last December. when the Unned 

Nations embargo against Irag had already been in force 
for months. additional cquipment was shipped to 

Jordan 

Duc to the American embargo. which involves more 

than the supply of military equipment, Delft Instru- 

ments 1s also suffering scrious damage because the sale of 

medical equipment in the United States 1s stagnating 
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* Farm Incomes Not Dropping Despite Complaints 

YIGEOI41A Duesseldort HANDELSBLATT in German 

2” Mar 91 p ~ 

[Article by Hermann Priche, formerly director of Insti- 

tute for Rural Structural Research. now agricultural 

consultant to EC. “Exaggerated Complaints Create False 
Image of Situation: In Spite of Clearly Rising Incomes 

the Faraers’ Association Clings to us Traditronal Per- 
sistcai Pessamism” | 

[Text] Production surpluses in European agriculture are 
mcreasing, EC ftunds are exhausted. Thus. producer 

prices are being threatened, especially since the GATT 
[General Agreement on Taritts and Trade] negotiations 

are Causing rise to capectations of changes in the agr- 
cultural policy 

The Farmers’ Association reacts with complaints about 

incomes trom agriculture and the related danger to our 

farmers, although the new agricultural report reveals 

S.ostantial mecreases ir mcomes. Complaints have 

always been a major agricultural policy means of 
inducing politicians to provide rehet measures. As every- 

body knows, however, the mmpaci of any device gets 

weaker with extended use. Thus, the dose has to be 

increased and 1s subject to the danger of weakening the 
entire organism and achieving the opposite efiect 

This 1s where we are now: The 1991 agricultural report 

States that the annual income per family worker has risen 

in the last two years of the cconomy trom 24.015 to 

37.752 German marks [DM]. that 1s. by $7.2 percent 
But that 1s not openly admitted. The cxaggecrated com- 

plaints continue unchanged, they give farmers a false 

image of thei situation and cause general resignation 

Thus, vouth 1s driven aways trom the profession, and the 

destruction of our rural structure 1s pushed even further 

which ts the target of many solemn speeches 

Basic rethinking will be necessary in order to preserve 

For 100 years discussion has focused on the lag in 
mcome in agriculture. At the end of the 19th century the 

sarcastic comment was made in the Reichstag that 

“belreving on the distress of agriculture 1s a national 
requirement of propricty. And across time anyone who 

opposes the persistent pessimism os immediately dis- 
missed as an enemy of agriculture 

After Word War Il there was a try at a new beginning 

The 1955 Agnrculture Law called for submitting an 

annual agricultural report which was supposed to bring 

clarity to the discussion of agricultural policy. Today 
unfortunately we are further away than ever from this 

goal. As shown by 46 agricultural reports, making an 

exact comparison of the social situation of two tunda- 
mentally different occupational groups 1s a task whoich 1s 

hard to solve. Of course, exact average values for the 

“comparable industrial wage” are available in the gross 

wages for social security pension insurance. Yet com 

paring moome with the separate profession of farmer 

requires an array of assumptions which are points al 
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issuc and leads to the iemptat:en to guide the results into 

the desired directicn. And in the meantime people have 

become great masters in this 

However, since the first agricultural report in 1956, with 
all the differences of opinion about methods of calculating. 
two valucs which are present in agricultural enterprise 
imcome and the comparable industrial wages and which 
reflect the leve’ of development have been available with 

no change <9 0; finition. Accordingly, from its initially 
somewhat low <r beginning values agriculture has, with 
annual fluctuations from natural causes, kept up com- 

pletely with the steady development in the comparabic 

industrial wages, as shown in the table 

(Comparison of Agricultural Incomes 

V cars of the Enterprise Income per Comparable Industrial 

Economy Full- Tome Worker ; W age 
(Agrecultural 

Reports) 
+ * + * 

DM Indes DM Indes 
. ~ a 

1954 te 1957 As Lo jaw wo 

+ + + + 

1974 wo 1978 *sa70 93 / 9608) 64 
+ . + ? 

19R? to 19900 wats 1.147 | 9 488 i Low 

Thus, a basic lag in agricultural income cannot be demon- 

strated. Rather, the opposite could be shown if the net 

values are considered: Even the employer's social security 

payroll taxes are contained in the comparable industrial 

wage. the corresponding net value 1s only about 62 percent 

The net values in agriculture are, however, far higher, 
moreover the rental value of living im one’s own house 

would have to be included as income. And according to the 
last random sample of mcome and consumption by the 

Federal Office of Statistics in 1988 the farmers’ financial 
assets were DM46.500 per household, far above the 
average of all other groups at DM23,500 

However, one of the Farmers’ Association's tricks con- 

sists in concealing the favorable results and instead 
presenting negative preliminary assessments. Anyone 
who does not study the agricultural report himself fails to 
see the large increase in agricultural incomes in the last 

two years of the economy, totaling $7.2 percent. A report 

on this in the February 1991 DEUTSCHE 
BAL ERNKORRESPONDENZ was entitled: “1991 
Agricultural Report, Agricultural Income Declines Dras- 

tically ~ Mention 1s made there of only a 16-percent 

increase, which 1s immediately undermined because the 

grcatest amount of space 1s devoted to negative predic- 

trons. A corresponding report in AGRAR-EUROPE 1s 
entitled: “Agricultural Incomes Show a Downswing.” 
The agricultural press overall provides an abundance of 
additronal examples of this kind. And unfortunately the 

ministry does not counter them with the positive reeults 

Thus, on practice the farmers are deceived. The associa- 
ton, using the magic word “solidarity.” succeeds in 
mobilizing thousands to demonstrate, against their 
better pudgement 
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The various incomes in agriculture support this decep- 
ton, and this 1s where the really dubious tactic begins 

These actual disparities in incomes are contested by th: 

Farmers’ Association so that the by all means well-to-~<d : 

larger farmers with their record imcomes are hidden 

behind the averages and they can even pocket above- 

average support funds. However, the 1991 agricultural 
report (page 27) shows the following income disiribu- 
tions in the full-tume business enterprises: group ay crages 

for three years, DM9,530 for the lowest income quarter 
of the small enterprises. DM109.171 for the highest 
mcome quarter of the larger enterprises. Thus. incomes 
almost twelve times greater’ 

The values contirm that the real disparities in incomes 

cxist not Outside, but inside agriculture. And thus agri- 
cultural policy would really have to begin with the 

question of what might be done to stabilize the enter- 

prises with low incomes. But the opposite rs the case. As 

the agricultural report shows, the income transfers of 

DM 22.600 to the larger enterprises are more than twice 
as high as to the small full-tume business enterprises of 

only DM11,000. And if the market regulation costs were 

included, the differences would be even crasser 

This 1s where the EC Commission now comes in with its 
new basic policy paper on the future development of E( 
agricultural policy. It 1s based on the fact that today 80 

percent of the EC's funds go to only 20 percent of the 

enterprises, and it characterizes the cxrsting “market reg- 

ulating mechanisms as discriminatory” because they result 
in the “enterprises receiving all the more support. the 

larger they are and the more intensively they produce.” 

Thus, with a stronger onentation of producer prices to the 
market. the commussion recommends granting the farmers 

direct and which must be onented toward being “depen- 
dent on the use of environmentally more compatibic 
business methods” and also toward social criteria 

The German farmers’ leadership reacts to this with 
vigorous protests. In general, the warning 1s that of 

disadvantaging the “efficient and future-onented” enter- 

prises and of measures which “sow discord in agricul- 

ture.” In this tt now becomes apparent that the leader- 

ship's traditional appeals to solidarity apply only from 

the bottom up. that the small and middie-size tamuily 

enterprises are very useful for demanding assistance for 

them, but that there must not be any corresponding 
distribution of the funds 

However, this asocial attitude on the part of the farmers 

leadership 1s also suspect from the point of view of social 

policy: Its precisely the small and middile-size family 

enterprises which are the most important for our envi- 

ronment and landscape and for developing the rural 

areas. Specias support for them can be justified by these 
accomplishments and 1s in the interest of all of society 

On the other hand, the enterprises which are highly 

praised as being efficrent operate in a manner less 

compatible with nature, and with specialized farming or 

intensive animal keeping are the source of cconomiK 
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costs caused by surpluses and ncgative cxternal cfiects 
from polluting the cnvironment 

There are abundant furds to give the agricultural policy 
anew direction. There cxrsts an coonomi and ecological 

linkage of interests to redsstribute them. Traditionally. 

large amounts beyond the production quantities have 
secretly gone to the large and intensive enterprises. Now 

the mssuc 1s compensation for ccological performance 

winch 1s granted in a manner ncutral to production to the 

enicrprises using business methods which are extensively 

compatible with nature, and thus the rssuc 1s supporting 

2 rural farming culture. Real solidarity of the leadership 
with the farmers 1s essential for this 

* Bundesbahn Chief on Rail Restructuring, Merger 

YVIGEOL 1A Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
Y Apr YI pp 128-135 

[Interview with Heinz Duerr, president of the Bundes- 

bahn. FRG railroad. conducted by SPIEGEL ednors 

Peter Boclke and Woltgang Bittner. place and date not 

given: “Ideas Have Got to Change’ ] 

[Teat] (DER SPIEGEL] Mr. Duerr, by taking over the 
post of president of the Bundesbahn |} RG railroad] you 

became a civil servant. How does an entreprencur and 
manager fecl when he must take an oath tor the first time 

UPON Ssiepping into a new job” 

[DU ERR] It 1s a funny feeling. a totally new caperence 

[DER SPIEGEL] Naturally vou did not swear to reduce 

the raslroad’s defts and move ut into the profit areca” 

IDUERR] | took the prescribed oath to dedicate my 

Sirength to the well-being of the German people, to 

enhance its usefulness, to keep ut from harm. to protect the 
laws, and to be just toward all. But because of the wording 
of this oath Limmediately encountered something which ts 

quite defintely the railroad’s real problem 

[DER SPIEGEL) And that is” 

[DUERR] According to the Basic Law, Article 87. the 
railroad 1s an authority, and according to Paragraph 28 

of the Federal Railroad Law ut 1s a commercial enterprise 

and its mcome must cover capenditures, including the 
required reserves. What law do I have to uphold now” 

There must be an end to thes dilemma 

[DER SPIEGEL] You do not want to be manager of an 

authority” 

[DUERR] Not me. 1 know nothing about that. The owner 
has to decide what the railroad 1s to be, an authority or an 

enterprise. | can attribute all the railroad’s problems and 

weaknesscs to this fundamental dilemma 

[DER SPIEGEL] Srace vou do not want to be manager of 

an authority. then the Basic Law will have to be changed 

[DUERR] The railroad must become a commercial 
enterprise which os what orginally was anyway. Thos 
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cannot happen without changing the Basic Law. To date 
the owner of the railroad has been avording thrs decision 

[DER SPIEGEL] And if he continues to do so” 

{[DUERR] In the coalition agreement i 1s stated that we 
must conform to Article 87 of the Basic Law. And that 
must happen quickly. My discussions with many polrt- 

cians have revealed a readiness to do this. Things can no 
longer contunue as they are. By the turn of the century, in 
line with current planning, the Federal Government would 
have to come up with 400 bilhon German marks [DM] for 
the German Railroad—including the GDR ra:lroad. | do 
not thunk that the state will venture to do this 

[DER SPIEGEL] Should the railroad become a corpora- 
thon again” 

{[DUERR] Yes. If we change Article 87, the Bundeshbahn 
or rather the German Railroad can become a corpora- 

thon 

[DER SPIEGEL] That assumes that the raslroad will first 
be released from debts of DM40 billion and that new 
capital wall be provided 

[DUERR] Correct. If the Federal Government wants to 
restructure the railroad, t will have to provide it with the 

necessary capital funds of its own 

[DER SPIEGEL] Can you umagine a railroad corpora- 
thon with 140,000 officials” 

IDUERR] That question must also be resolved, bul we 
must not use thal as a means to sidetrack the topic of 

restructuring the railroad. If the railroad were being estab- 
lished today, « would certainly not be operated by offi. 

crals 

[DER SPIEGEL] If you mmtend to implement your ideas 
on reform, you will have to strengthen the position of the 
executive board's president. To date members of the 

railroad’s executive board have frequently gone running 
off to Bonn with their individual plans 

|DUERR] When I started with the railroad | sand: As far 
as enterprise policy 1s concerned contacts with Bonn go 

through me. There was no problem with that. In any 
case, | oppose those who respond to every problem by 

saying: That 1s Bonn’s fault 

[DER SPIEGEL] The railroad’s problems are indecd 
burdened primarily with a false transportation policy 

{[DUERR] That 1s not really true. The railroad also has 
problems of its own making. But everything still goes 
back to the previously mentioned basic dilemma 

Authority or commercial enterprise’ If ut were a com- 

mercial enterprise, then when problems occur everyone 
would ask: What 1s the executive board doing” Since it 1s 
an authority, the board can always say: Good people 
check with Bonn 

[DER SPIEGEL] Many a critic scoffs: The rastroad 1s 
functhoning, it 1s the customer who causes the trouble 
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[DUERR] I say only: Artacle 87 

[DER SPIEGEL] Now you are back to the Basic Law. We 

were trying to gct at the late arrivals 

[DUERR] | know, but that 1s precisely the pomt. Quite 

often | feel for my tram conductors when some wid 

people board the tram sometimes 

[DER SPIEGEL] customers or tram conductors” 

[DUERR] Customers. The tran conductors, | admire 
them. What they sometimes have to listen to’ But of 

things gct too bad. then they tune out and say: That 

person docsn | maticr to me. Thes has to stop. sicas have 

got to change 

IDER SPIEGEL] Is ot really permessible to say tram 

conductors” 

[DUERR] No, « os tram attendants. And the station- 

master 1s called a department head. I myself am the choct 

executive of a depariment. and my secretarial is my 

office 

IDER SPIEGEL] We are slowly comeung to understand 

why s© many trams run late 

{DUERR] No. no, that 1s another maticr. Al the moment 
we are having a problem with the quality of operation tor 

three basic reasons. In the first place. we are downg a great 

deal of burlding for the 199! schedule. Whenever we 
build. we have to move slowly. In the mteriaced system 

thes empacts. In the scoond place. we are having certian 

technical problems In part. the equipment 1s obsolcte 

and must be sent rather frequently to the repaw yard 
And im the third place we were also overrun by this 

onrush during the Gulf war. On certam routes we have 

too few cars, and at certain places too few people 

[DER SPIEGEL] The GDR rantiroad has too many 
people 

{DL ERR) That s truc, and the GDR rartroad 1s also 
helping us out with locomotives and personne! In thes 

respect some things will nmprove with the 1991 schedule 

We will also be basically finished by then with all the 
construction activity. The railroad must be on time again 

because that 1s its decisive competitive advantage 

[DER SPIEGEL] What has been the result of your crash 

program operation” Your regular mectings which are 

supposed to look for ways to be more on time” 

[DUERR] We started the crash program operation at the 

beginning of the year om order to get through the worst 

difficulties by the 1991 schedule. The actoon has certainly 

raised the awareness of the problem to a new level. We 

nave made several very concrete decrssons, for cxampic 

that the GDR railroad will be integrated. Of course. in the 
process a few has difficulties became manitest 

[DER SPIEGEL] Manitest—not chminated” 

[DLUERR] No. because of the basic dilemma 
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[DER SPIEGEL] Basic Law Article 87° 

{[DUERR] Ves. | ask. for example Arc we really short on 
locomotives’ The responsible official says: no. Why then 
are there trains standing sdic every day” The official says 

Because the locomotives are broken down. they are m 
the repair yard 

[DER SPIEGEL] The raslroad authority 1s too inflexible 
if the trauns are full or a sleeping car 1s mrssing. then no 
other car «s added. If the diming car broken, the 
InterRegio simply goes without onc 

[DUERR] That ss also a problem on the solution of 
which we are working very intensively. We somply have 
to make better use of our resources 

[DER SPIEGEL] Do you mean to say that the capacity of 

the railroad 1s adequate to handle a growing number of 
customers” 

[DUERR] No. The current capacity 1s not adequate for 
more micnsive ctshization. The system +s endecd the 

decisive factor, that 1s the capensive thing We must 
make the system more cffirent. We have to merease 
Capacity 

[DER SPIEGEL] How ts that supposed to happen” 

[IDUERR) We have bottlenecks on about 1.000 km. for 
cramp | Rhine Valley route. Stutigart-Sucssen 

Hambureg-tiannover or Augsburg-Munich. We must use 
modern technology to mcrease the number of trams. The 
railroad can no longer operate as ut did 100 years ago. nt 

must make intensified use of computer technology 

[DER SPIEGEL] It does that on the new routes, for 
cxampic. in automat signal towers or with the ICT 
[intercity capress} 

[DUERR] Those are the first steps. But the decisive 
forward motion has to come on the carsting system, 

40, SO percent more trams must be able to operate 

there—that 1s possible only with computers We call that 
CIR: computer integrated railroading 

[DER SPIEGEL] Terrific, But now CIR still has to be 
functional in the real world 

[DUERR] tt wall function. To date trams have been 

operating by outdated rules And frequently slow freight 
trains hold up the faster trains. That has to be controlled 
better 

[DER SPIEGEL] Up to now the railroad’s share of the 
total transport volume has steadily declined. both in 

freight transport and passenger traffic. Can you reverse 

the trend” 

[DUERR] We intend to do that 

IDER SPIEGEL] If just | percent of the automobile 

drivers would switch to the railroad. the ranlroad would 

have a 20-percent rate of growth Would it actuain be 

able to cope with that” 
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[DUERR] Those are just estemated numbers. For years 
we have had a 6-percent share of passenger traffic. In the 
first three months of this year we achieved an increase of 
7 percent in sales. So a few more have im fact switched. 

from the automobile. from the airplane 

[DER SPIEGEL] The question remains: In the long run 
can the railroad do more’ Can it prevent the impending 
traffic wnfarct on the roads and in the air’ 

[DUERR] No, at the moment 1 would not be able to do 
that. Therefore, « must be restructured. and for that 

reason we must turn the railroad into a commercial 

enterprise 

[DER SPIEGEL] Up to now ministers of transportation 
of every shade in Bonn have been pursuing a policy 
which focused mm an unbalanced way on building roads 
and have treated the raslroad as a stepchild. Do you se 
signs of a change” 

[DUERR] The begimnongs are there. lt used to be that 
people overlooked the fact that road traffic can become 
more efficient a great deal faster than the railroad could 
catch up. in this the railroad has certainly been sidelined 

somewhat. Today the awareness of the umportance of an 
integrated transport policy has become very strong in 

Bonn 

[DER SPIEGEL] Since 1982 the current government has 
frozen the Federal Government's allocation to the rail- 
road at DMI3.5 billon. Adjusted for price. you are 
worse off than last vear 

[DU ERR] In 1990 the raslroad cost the taxpayer DMS 5 
billhon less in real money that 10 years ago. That 1s truce 

[DER SPIEGEL] You had barely assumed office when 
the Bundesbahn was cut another billion 

[DUERR] With the numbers which | cited to you carher 
the | bilhon has more psychological impact. We will 
surely find a way to not have to cut back our investments 

for thes reason. Just one more thing The raslroad must 
do something for its own part. We cannot simply say 
give us more money. The raslroad must put forth a plan 
the raslroad executive board must say what i wants 

[DER SPIEGEL) By that you mean to suggest that all 
your predecessors did not have a plan and did not tell 

Bonn what they wanted” 

[DUERR) | am looking to the future 

[DER SPIEGEL] A fixed look at the future will not put 
the minister of finance in a more gencrous mood 

[DUERR] That 1s corzect. The raslroad executive board 
must first explain what the railroad can actually do in the 

overall transport market. Then it must say how much 
that will cost in cach case. If it gets the money, then i 
must say, | nera thes and that equipment to do that, this 

and that organization, thes and that structure Then even 
the owner will be an advocate of his enterprise 



[DER SPIEGEL] There were mm fact plans om the past 
The high-speed train route between Cologne and Frank- 
furt had been planned decades ago by the railroad. This 
route will hardly be finished before the year 2000. Now 
there are new tasks—the urgently needed connections to 
Lewpzig or Berlin. If that 1s not gotten off the ground, 
tume will run out for the railroad 

[DUERR] Absolutely correct. It must indeed be gotten off 
the ground. We have now decided about Cologne- 
Rhine/Main. The executive board made a decison as if we 
were a commercial enterprise. Thus, we selected the direct 
route. It will cost DMS.4 bilhon. The polstecians ummedi- 
ately came along and said: Mr. Duerr, you must include the 
Cologne’ Bonn airport. Then I sand: We will do 1, but ot wall 
cost DM 700 milhon more. If someone wants to have a rail 
lnk at the airport, he will have to pay for 

[DER SPIEGEL] This attitude will hardly make you 

popular 

[DUERR] That's the way « has to be. The munister of 
agriculture from Baden-Wuertiemberg told me. for 
example, that the railroad would have to improve sugar 

beet transport. Bul sugar beets are damned poor business 
for us, moreover, 1 only runs for three months a year. To 
do this we must hold capacities and 400 extra people 

available. We need more moncy for these transports— 
DM11 milhon. Then he said: Yes, then southern sugar has 
to pay for that. But southern sugar doesn't want to pay 
because that comes to DMS per ton. Thus. the state would 
have pay But the minister hkewrse has no moncy for that 

[DER SPIEGEL] Thus the beets will be transported in 
trucks on the roads” 

[DUERR] Unfortunately, yes. Whoever wants to gct the 
trucks off the roads should pay for that, We do not have a 
railroad to pursue ecological structural politics in order 
then to be insulted as being the greatest cause of deficits in 
the nation. The Bundesbahn does not receive subsidies Ut 
8 an enterprise which delivers more than it 1s pad for 

IDER SPIEGEL] If you stick to your hard lenc. us there 
not the threat of many routes being shut down again” 

[DUERR] If a route can no longer be operated mm a manner 
that covers costs. there are various possibilities. The first 
is) We shut tt down. Second We find someone who 
operates more cheaply on the rails than the raslroad— 

private, municipal, something for which there are cxam- 
pics. A well known case 1s the Bad Vilbel-Stockherm route 
near Frankfurt. The railroad there was to be shut down 
Thereupon, a private imitative was established and sud- 
denly 1 was running once again. Now the people are again 

taking the tram, they have even repaired the statron. And 
third: The region which wants to have a route for structure- 
specific reasons will pay for ut 

[DER SPIEGEL] There will be a fight of the raslroad 
simply docs not want to operate any more 

[DUERR] 1 don't think so. For cxample, whenever we 
shut down routes for the most part no one even notices 
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at all. Last week the admunistrative council decided to 
shut down a route. The count came to seven passengers 
per tram in the the past |? months. And a compicte train 
wat operating for thes. That 1s indeed the most uncco- 
logrcal thing that there actually «6. when an entire train 
travels through the arca with an clectric oF diesel loco- 
moive for seven passengers 

[DER SPIEGEL] Should enterprises also operate on 
their own thew routes which are not profitable for the 
railroad” 

{DUERR] Many are om fact dog that today. In Duss- 
burg there «s a large raslroad and harbor enterprise. It 
uses its Own locomotives on our tracks 

[DER SPIEGEL] D~ you want to clommate the rai 
network and ict 1 operate as an independent enterprise 
unin” 

[DUERR] Many people believe that the state should take 
over the roadway, then we will be nd of ut financially 

That won't work. On the one hand we cannot operate a 

railroad corporation and on the other hand utilize a 

State-owned roadway whech. furthermore. 1s admuinris- 

tered like an authority 

(DER SPIEGEL] Why not” 

[DUERR] Because there 1 more intensive and greater 
dovetaiing between operation and roadway im the case 
of the railroad than 1s truc, for example, of aviation of 

the roads. The raslroad cannot be operated efficrently if 
it does not have access to rts infrastructure. Let me give 

you an cxampic. In order to increase Our productis ity we 

need a passing track whech runs in the same direction. If 
the roadway continucs to be managed as an authority 

the latter will perhaps say to me Why does the track 

have to be here” These staff emplovees are far removed 

from the market. The roadway. the infrastructure. must 
remain under railroad management (© course with a 

very basic difference: namely that the roadway 1 made 

avaslabic to third parties 

[DER SPIEGEL] Thus, for cxample. the French could 
travel on ther TGV [high-speed tram) to Cologne of 
Berlin” 

[DUERR] Naturally. for us that « another source of 
moome. Our infrastructure scils routes On which mmicr- 

esied partics can operate 

IDER SPIEGEL] But the costs of thes mfrastructure 
should be removed from the profit and lows statement for 

railroad operation” 

{DL ERR] Ves, that has to be separate, separate from the 
transport sector But both sectors have to be managed by 

a common executive board, otherwise we are gorng from 

the frying pan into the fire 

[DER SPIEGEL) But others may not amply operate on 
the tracks. They have to stock to thew schedules” 
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{[DUERR] Certamly. But the schedules are not the only 
problem. It 1 gctteng very critecal for us to use tracks 

belonging to other raslroads. Takr for cxampic our Rhinc 

Valicy route south of Strassbourg. The French have onc 
paralici to 1. Because owr route ms very heavily cased we 

could use the French tracks where there 1 not so much 
activity. Bul at present thal « not coonomcal for us— 

the clearing system procedure 1 mot mght. If the borders 
come down m Europe m 1993. the borders between the 
raslroads will surcly comtinuc to cxrst pust because of the 

differemt clecirax systems. We cannot readily use our 
locomotives with the others 

[DER SPIEGEL] When the ICE arrives at the French 
border, then the French TGV takes over” 

[DUERR] No. at present we are burkdeng the ICE M. that 
8, the multiple current tram. We can use that to travel 

even to Paris. Of course we do have a small probiem 

(DER SPIEGEL) 

[DUERR] .. because owr tram 1s a few contumeters wider 
than the French 

with the platforms 

[DER SPIEGEL] Let's steck to Germany. Vou once sand 

that the raslraad could only become profitable if other 

means of transportation get more capensive Do you still 
stand by that” 

IDUERR] We need an environment which « railroad 
freendly If the external factors are ev aluated differently 

the railroad would have the opportunity to mmprove« 
even from the perspective of covereng costs 

[DER SPIEGEL) The rasiroad 6 not too capeneve. oon 
too cheap Only the automobile ms cven cheaper 

[DUERR] Thes tram of thought m correct But the 

railroad can also do something about rts costs Nonethe 
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[DER SPIEGEL) Are you m favor of morcasng the 
petroicum tax m order to make « more capcnuve to 

drive an automotulc’ What do you think of a pre of 

DM 5 per lner of gasoline” 

[DUERR] Notheng at all 

[DER SPIEGEL) You are m favor of DMS” 

[DUERR! Not that cither 

[DER SPIEGEL) the radtroad m= competeng promarily 

with the auwtomotule. and the socsal costs whach the 

aviomotle causes. for crample by environmental pollu 
thon. are nowhere taken into comuderation 

[DUERR] 1 uendersiand the problem 

[DER SPIEGEL] Don't you also see the danger of once 
again makong the same crrors m the transport policy 

right now throughout Germany as was previows) the 
caw om the FRG” 

[DU ERR) | themk thal we can rest that. (Ff course. we 

have to do one theng—thes has become very clear to me 
m the past few weeks We must acheeve port manage- 

ment between the two ranroaads as queckl) as posshlec 

(Hherwrse the GDR raslroad will perhaps establish the 

same structures as the Bundeshahn—then the merger 
later on well be very difficult 

[DER SPIEGEL] Doesn't « make sense to merge the 
rarlroads right away” 

1D ERR] Foret Artute &7 of the Basnw Law has to be 
changed so that a CGrerman Rasiroad ( orporatron could 

be cvtabirehed In the muddle of the last century the 
railroads were estabiished as corporatioms The rasbroad 
was operated privately then, and «ft took WO years wntel 

hecame 4 Sate rariroad tt showld not take another \) 

years to make a real Commercial cnterprive oul of a 

less That rs not cnough The carbon drowde emission for (DER SPIEGEL) Mir Deerr, thank you for thes wter 
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[Commentary by Richard Schroeder. Social Democratn 

SPD. party leader m freely clected Party of Crermany 

People's Chamber “A Clean Break Weth the Past Elem 

natvon of GDR Land Reform Would Create New Inpus 

ine } 

[Text] In the wear future the Federal ( onsinutonal 

( owrt well make a decrmon on the gucstron Are the 
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cipropriations that were carnmed out under occupation 
law om the GDR to be permanent’ DIE ZEIT author 
Rechard Schroeder cxplams why the democratically 

clected People’s Chambc, also wanted to siand by the 
ci propriabons 

All parties of the GDR coalstson government agreed The 
land reform om the Sovect zone of occupation cannot be 
reversed. Thes triggered many protests, especially om the 
west. The mam argument: The land reform was an act of 
myustor Our counterargumen:: It 1 not possible to 
erase an old myustice with a new myustice 

The former GDR citizens must be reminded of the outra- 
goows myustice that was associate’ with the land reform at 
that tome. It has been withheld and repressed Officsally 
lamd reform was presented not as an cconomn necessity 

but as lyberatron from the oppressors. That 1s what was 
wretten om the textbooks. So a had to be that way 

Im 1945 there were definite political reasons for a land 
reform. Many of the refugees from the former Gerrian 
eastern territornes were farmers and had lost them land A 
land reform that would have stipulated a maximum 

amount of land permissible for ownership. and indem- 
mificateon for the cacess land that was capropriatcd to 

provede land for farmers who had litle or no land to 
assure their subsestence. would have been justified 

Rut the was not the kend of land reform that was 

imposed on the Sovect zone of occupation. There 1 was a 
punitive capropration Complete capropnation betel! 

those «ho owned more than 100 hectares, in most cases 
imiudeng thew movable property Under humubating 

corcumstances they were driven from thew homes and 

ther towns (or they were omterned). and this even applied 
to the adult cheidren of those whose property was capro- 

priated—yount habulity of a family for the actions of one 

of ts members. Even tending the gravesites of former 
landowners was unwcicome of risky 

At that tome the land reform was called “democratiza- 
ton.” Thes was based on a historncal error, The commu- 
nists. who were always guided more by czarist Russa than 
by Central and West European conditions, regarded the 
“Jonkers” as the pillars of German militarnm and 
natronal socuainem. Therefore, 1 was not a race but a class 
that was to be “hgundated ~ Such an act 1s always an 

myustice In fact the German landed gentry. which lost its 
last privileges on 1918 and frequently fought for economn 
survival on thes side of the Oder nver, for the most part 
critcured and disapproved of the Nazis. But this truth was 
reyected In the GDR. tribute was not paid to the events of 
20 July 1944 unt very late Even those who actively 
participated in the resistance against Hitler were treated as 
if they deserved punnshment because of thei ancesiry 

( astles and manor houses became “people's property.” 

if they were not torn down or blown up as if they had 

been fortresses. For on a revolution something must be 

destroyed, even if there 1 a serous shortage of housing 
(’ne way oF another they became postwar ruins im most 

cases. Ciften ot was sand: “Our elderly crtizens now spend 
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thes decloneng years where the Junkers used to live ~ But 
the chderly were very uncomfortanic with the unsurtabic 

rooms. Even the burthplace of Noval was converied 

mio such a home for the clde“ly. When the rewdents 
moved to a newly burt home. the castle—afier 1987— 

was carmarked for demolition The cultural treasures 
once largely represented by the country estates and 

parks. have not been made accessible to the people but 

have semply been destroved. Sunce the 1970's. the VEB 
Antuhhandc! had been systematically collecting what was 

left over and selling ot lcrtly m the west 

Nevertheless. the land reform cannot be reversed. The 
Matute of lemitations on murder expires after 20 years 
When docs the satite of lmrtations on cxapropration 

expere” When the Bourbons returned w the French 
throne om T8115. they cotused to reverse the property 

ownership conditions that had developed since 1789 

thus om only 26 years. And now the reversal 1s supposed 

to be possible after 46 vears” I have beard the argument 
“My tarmely owned thes land for 900 years, and 46 years 

are supposed to wipe that owt” But for us here, these 46 
vears have been our lite 

In the meantime ot has probably also become evident m 
the west that reversal keeps the property questions 

undecided tor a long time. It maght almost be sand that im 
thes way the enterests of the liv ong are berng sacrificed for 

those of the dead Those whose property was cxpropr- 

ated at that terme fled. tor underviandatc reasons. mostly 

to the west. Now the abeurd result 1s that the vectoms 

soem to lve om the west while the beneficianes and 

accomphwoes of thes myustice lve om the cast “After all 

anyone who accepted of purchased caproprated land 
knees that he was recening Stolen goods” 

In tact. we om the cast had to bear the brunt of the 
comseguences of the war we had only very lomited oppor- 

tunitees tc acquire land. and we were wnabic to accumulate 

enough money to stay on the } dding at the new prices But 
wnfortunatels all of that carrot be sverted om the form of 

an od legal title before the Federal C onsiniwtonal Court 
Nevertheless. a just solution t) the problems must take 

these asymmetries into accown: an’ prevent a west 
German takeover of land m the cast The argument that 
ony the supporters of the system on the GDR were able to 

ixquire land 1s mmoorrect and disgracetul 

After all. om the west there has been an equalization of 
burdens Hardly anyone there 1s dog poorly now 
hocause hes property wes capropriated 40 years ago im 

the Sov set zone of occupatron. In the cast there has never 

been any cqualization of burdens—uniess the land 
reform for refugees from the castern territornes t% 

regarded as a kind of equalization 

These debates are so difficult because they are conducted 

as a crvel case wonder the conditrons of a legal continurty 

And that m= simply) wrong Crermany started a war and 
lost t. and on dong so commutted unspeakable myustice 

Those who mnstigated t have evaded responwtility. it 

was called “collapse” at that tome. For thal reason the 
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employers will also participate in financing the solidarity 
contribution to the five new lacnder. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Are you not afraid that unduly high wage 
increases might strangle business in the west? That would 
make it even harder to settle the problems in the cast. 

[Steinkuchler] No, we do not fear this. Declining foreign 
demand is being replaced by increased domestic 

demand. Western German corporations have been pre- 
sented virtually overnight with a new market of 16 
million people. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Students of the economy warn that a 
crisis might result from unduly high wage agreements 
They would drive up prices, and the Bundesbank would 
then have to take countermeasures and raise interest 
rates even more. 

[Steinkuchler] It would be most surprising if no objec- 
tions were raised to the wage agreements in the ranks of 
the employers. The International Monetary Fund has 

called on the federal government to reduce the national 
debt. That debt is the cause of the high interest rates and 
is, therefore, a danger to business. We see things exactly 
the same way. 

[DER SPIEGEL] German unity ts the greatest postwar 
challenge. You yourself have said so. Why, then, do you 
continue to act as if nothing had happened” 

[Steinkuehler] Nothing has changed in the matter of 
negotiations between the standard wage partners. In § or 
10 years, when unification has become ancient history, 

there will still be workers living off their labor and, on 
the other side, employers living off the cheapest possible 
utilization of this labor. 

[DER SPIEGEL] But perhaps you could ali think of 
something better than the traditional standard wage 
rituals? 

[Steinkuchler] We do have some things in common 
Though they still condemned them two year ago, the 
employers are now accepting employment companies 
possibly out of necessity rather than of their own voli- 
tion. I also do not think it impossible for us in the new 

laender to arrive—for the first time—at agreements 
stipulating the duty of firms to train their labor force. | 
do not have high hopes in other respects. We should not 
assume that employers will suddenly turn into altrursts 

[DER SPIEGEL] Workers also seem to be thinking 
primarily of ther own profit. Why else would your 
proposal of contributing some of the wage increase to an 
east fund have sunk so pitifully” 

{Steinkuchler] I did no more than flectingly suggest that 
in my concluding remarks to the extraordinary union 

conference. Suddenly my words were given all kinds of 
interpretations. Before the elections, the federal govern- 
ment created the impression that unification could be 
achieved at no cost whatsoever. Obviously that affected 
workers’ attitudes. The general public, including the 
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workers, simply do nol appreciate the fact that in order 

to achieve an equalization of living standards, sacrifices 
will be necessary for some vears yet 

[DER SPIEGEL] You are also reluctant to convey some 

unpleasant truths to your members. For cxample: That 

which 1s distributed in the west can no longer be invested 

in the cast 

[Steinkuchler] These are nothing bul simplistic asser- 

uons. The corporations involved are not the same. It sa 
fact, for instance. that some 100 billion German marks 

[19M] wall be available this year on the new laender. This 
money 1s contributed by taxpayers. Workers make a 

large contribution to tax revenues 

[DER SPIEGEL] Government transter payments alone 

will not bring about the revival 

[Stemnkuchler] Of course not. The moncys contributed by 

the taxpayer should be used in the cast in such a way that 

they are not immediately returned to western firms in 

the form of orders. They must contribute to the gross 

product in the new laender. Unless that fact 1s fully 

appreciated very soon, all the moncy will have been 

wasted 

[DER SPIEGEL] What do you propose” 

[Stesinkuchler] The metal industry intends this year to 

invest DM10 billion in the new laender. At the same time 

it expects orders to amount to DM100 bilhon. We must 

make sure that a specified share of such orders 1s carned in 

the new laender. on other words that so-called local content 

terms are observed. In the long term, our problems are 
worsened by everything that 1s purchased over there and 

produced here. That 1s a structural problem and not 

amenable to solution by standard wage policy 

[DER SPIEGEL] Many items cannot be produced at all 

in the obsolete factories over there. Major investments 

are needed, to begin with. And yet, will investors not be 
scared off by the tremendous wage increases that you 

negotiated for the new lacnder” Wages are supposed to 

achieve western levels as carly as 1994 

[Sternkuchler] Not all factories are obsolete, many of 

them could be converted very quickly. That has nothing 

whatsoever to do with wage levels. Wage mcreases have 

no effect, for umstance, on the speed of the development 

of marketable products 

IDER SPIEGEL] But 1s 1t not dangerous for wages to be 
$0 far ahead of productivity increases” 

[Sternkuchler] What would the alternative be’? Would 

be a solution to leave wages at ther present level and 

have them rise only with the rate of productivity 

improvements’ Of course not. If that were to happen, the 

federal government might even decide instead of 

DM100 billion to pump DM200 billion per annum into 

the new lacnder—and the money would simply vanish 

into thin air, because the workers would have gone 
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[DER SPIEGEL] The former GDR suffers from many 
disadvantages: the catastrophic infrastructure, the strained 
administration. A low level of wages could have provided 
an incentive for investors, at least for some time. 

[Steinkuchler] When an international corporation looks 
for a location in Europe, i has a list of conditions that 
should be met as much as possible. | am familiar with 
such a list, compiled by a Japanese firm. Wages are in 
11th place on the list 

[DER SPIEGEL] Why should this corporation settle in 
eastern Germany of all places?’ 

[Steinkuehler] Nowhere else in the world 1s there a region 
for which wage costs are already set until 1994 and 
working hours until 1998; a regson located in the center 
of Europe. that boasts a well trained labor force. 

[DER SPIEGEL] And yet, despite all the advantages you 
siress—cCorporations are not investing in the former 
GDR. Why not’ 

[Steinkuchler] Employers, or at least most of them, do not 

act on motives of national obligation. They go strictly by 

the bottom line: If I serve the market over there from here, 
my production capacities are better utilized, item costs are 

lowered, and earnings are increased. That is how the 
employers think. Nor do | reproach them for this. How- 

ever, if we all think like that, the former GDR will turn 
into an industrial desert, incapable of being reforested. 
Once structures have broken down completely, it 1s very 

difficult indeed to restore 'hem. The same applies to skills: 

It 1s much cheaper to preserve existing skills than to start 
from scratch. 

[DER SPIEGEL] You are quite correct. However, the 
question arises whether people are really helped by the 

preservation of the old structures. The dismissals protec- 

tion you rammed through has indeed, at least on paper, 

preserved jobs. On the other hand 11 has prevented invest- 
ments. 

[Steinkuchler] | have not yet met an employer who has 
told me that dismissals protection amounts to the pre- 
vention of investments 

[DER SPIEGEL] Why would someone make an invest- 
ment in a firm that 1s completely overstaffed” 

{Sternkuchler] Dismissals protection was enacted on | 
July last year, for one year. Everyone, including the 
employers, believed that it would be sensible to keep the 
personnel of enterprises together. No one knew what was 

going to happen: no one knew how the Trust Agency 
would operate. It was necessary to invesiigate whether 

enterprises could be rescued, to see how markets would 

develop. Dismissals protection was also intended as a 

signal of calm 

[DER SPIEGEL] It may be the wrong signal, though 
The state pays just under 70 percent of the wage com- 
pensation for workers on short hours, the factory adds 
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another 20 percent—in these circumstances there cannot 

be much willingness to seriously look for another job or 
to acquire additional skills. 

[Steinkuchler] True, the acquisition of greater skills has 
not worked the way we had envisaged. Offers were not 
really forthcoming everywhere. Many workers did say: 
Why should | undergo further training, | am already 
skilled. O*hers say: If I take up further training, I indicate 
that I am willing to change employers—dut I am not 
willing to do so. These are reactions arising from totally 
different thought structures that we had not even consid- 
ered. 

[DER SPIEGEL] What are the consequences you draw 

from this? 

[Steinkuchler] We will propose that only these who take 
up further training should be paid an extra allowance 
over and above the short hours worker compensation. | 

believe that 1s something we can approve. 

{DER SPIEGEL] Skills are needed, but what comes then? 
Where are the jobs for skilled and retrained easterners” 

{Steinkuchler] Of course we have no proposal for 
resolving all the problems in the new laender. We do not 

have the resources to do so. However, we have submitted 
proposals in the sphere of labor and structural policy 
Much of this has already been included in the govern- 
ment program “Joint Action for Recovery in the East.” 

[DER SPIEGEL] IG-Metall as government adviser’ 

[Steinkuchler] After the wall collapsed, many let fly the 
ideological champagne corks, celebrating the victory of 
capitalism and the free market economy. By now they 
may well have been compelled to admit that not all 
problems can be settled by the market economy alone 

[DER SPIEGEL] What does structure politician 
Steinkuchler suggest” 

[Steinkuchler] We want to have an industrial holding 
corporation. We want this exaggerated privatization to 
stop. 

[DER SPIEGEL] How ts that? You want to reintroduce 
a State cconomy” 

[Steinkuchler] Nonsense. The enterprises over there 
have been completely demoralized by the Trust Agency. 

Some directors are compelled to guide 25 interested 
parties per month through their factories. This unsettled 
state of affairs needs to stop. We are therefore asking that 
two-thirds of the viable enterprises be pul under the 1 :0f 
of an industrial holding corporation. 

[DER SPIEGEL] How are we to envision that” 

[Steinkuchler] To begin with, the enterprises need to be 
relieved of their debt burden, because they are not 
responsible for old debts. Once they get some breathing 
space and an indication that <scy may stand on their own 
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feet, they will be able, for example. to concentrate once 
again on looking after their customers. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Your plaa amounts to the preservation 
of the structure of the ruined state economy. 

[Steinkuchler] That is precisely what must not be 
allowed to happen. Structural policy needs to take care of 

that. Enterprises must be of a size that allows them to 
earn profits. In other words, some of the work force will 
not be able to return to their former jobs. 

{DER SPIEGEL] What is to happen to them” 

[Steinkuchler] Of course we cannot simply throw them 
out. Is anyone able to imagine what it would mean for 80 
percent of the population to become unemployed” | 

cannot. All I know ts that it just cannot be done. Our 
proposal is this: We will establish employment compa- 

mies, and they will take on some of the personne! 

{DER SPIEGEL] Are these supposed to be firms that are 
independent from the production enterprise” 

[Steminkuchler] Yes. They have a different task, for 
instance training or the organization of job placement 

For that they are to get money that might otherwise not 
even be allocated this year. People will thus be 
employed. Once the original enterprise gets back into the 
black, 11 may perhaps reengage some of the people 

[DER SPIEGEL] Who, in your opinion, ts to decide 
which enterprise 1s capable of being rescued and will be 
included in the state holding corporation” 

|Steinkuchler] The Trust Agency. However, we need to 
meet the new situation with new modes of thought. How, 
for example, are we to evaluate a railcar factory that 
obtained 80 percent of its earnings from exports to the 
former Eastern Bloc? At the moment nothing at all 
moves in that factory. If there 1s no change at all, the 
enterprise 1s ripe for bankruptcy. If, on the other hand. 
the market should change again, 11 would be quite 
capable of survival. The capacity for rehabilitation, 
therefore, depends on external factors that no one 1s able 
to accurately assess. 

[DER SPIEGEL] It seems to us that billions more are 
approaching the federal budget 

[Steinkuchler] Evidently we need to ask ourselves about 
the cost involved. If we simply fire people. we can 
calculate the material costs. In political terms the cost 1s 

immeasurable, and that goes for everyone, the opposi- 
tion as much as the government and the labor unions 
This would produce chaos in unimaginable dimensions 

[DER SPIEGEL] After all, it is not just a question of 
continuing to employ these people. Hundreds of billions 
need to be invested in the enterprises. Should the state 
pay this too”? 

[Steinkuchler] No, the investments must be made by the 
employers 
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[DER SPIEGEL] Hold ut a moment. In your model, the 
State 1s the employer. 

[Steinkuchler] The state is not an employer, ut 1s the 
proprictor. The state may hold stock. It may also trade ut 
on the stock exchange. It would be possible, for example. 
to set up a special futures exchange. The securities traded 

there would not yield anything for the next five years, 
but would promise great growth. | am convinced that 
enough venture capital is available for such purposes. 

[DER SPIEGEL] A bold suggestion. So far mt has not 
even be possible to find lenders for individual enter- 
prises. 

[Steinkuchler] So far no offers of this kind have been 
made cither. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Have you already submitted this pro- 

posal on your occasional visits with the chancellor’ 

[Stemnkuchler] Chancellor Kohl knows our thoughts 

[DER SPIEGEL] And what was his answer” 

[Stemnkuchler] | did not expect an answer. | assume that 
he forwarded the material to the appropriate people. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Since the government apparently more 
and more 1s adopting your line—what 1s ut you still 

protest in the east, sometimes very aggressively indeed” 

{Steinkuchler] We wall certainly continue with our sug- 

gestions. However, we will also continue to protest 
wherever things do not work. Incidentally, you should 

not hold IG-Metall responsible for all slogans displayed 
over there. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Is your participation in the Monday 
demonstrations supposed to serve membership recruit- 

ment exclusively” 

[Steinkuchler] We do not need to do that. By now we have 
more than | million members among the 1.2 million 
workers in the metal industry of the former GDR 

{DER SPIEGEL] Sometimes you still misyudge the mood 
in the new laender. The major demonstration in Berlin 
was “ttended by only 35,000 instead of the expected 
150,000 

[Steinkuchler] That was a blunder to the fourth power 
To put it mildly, my responsible colleagues in the region 

did not have their cars to the ground as 1s required in the 

new lacnder 

[DER SPIEGEL] We thank you for this interview, Mr 
Steinkuchler 
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* Job Retraining Programs Largely Improvised 

YIGEV2I66A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG in 
German 24 Apr 91 p 31 

[Article by Andreas Oldag: “Every Other Worker Must 
Find a New Line of Work; Employment Companies for 
Workers on Short Hours in New Laender. Employers 
Skeptical” ] 

[Text] The lines in front of the employment offices in the 
new laender grow daily. There in the face of mass dis- 
missals threatening all industrial sectors of the former 
GDR, the career advisers are at a loss: There are hardly 

any new jobs. Many people must realize that their qualifi- 
cations are not sufficient for them to find a job in a modern 
industrial society whose production processes are defined 
by automation and rationalization. Experts estimate that 
of the exght millon people employed in the former GDR at 
least every second person must be professionally reor- 
ented in order to improve his chances in the labor market. 

lt 1s therefore no accident that the Federal Labor Insti- 
tute in Nuernberg—after initial hesitation last year—has 
now begun an unprecedented reeducation and qualifica- 
son program. For 1991 alone, 6.7 billion German marks 
[DM] are allotted in its budget for further professional 
education and retraining measures. Some $50,000 
employees, who would otherwise be threatened with 
unemployment, are expected to profit from these funds 

In addition to this, the Federal Labor Institute intends to 
create 280,000 employment creation measures (ABM) 
positions, for which a total of DM5.3 billion 1s available 
within the framework of the Joint Action for Recovery in 
the East. For the employment creation measures—which 
must be in the public interest—there 1s a series of special 
conditions in the new laender that apply to the duration of 
unemployment. In addition, extra allowances for material 
costs are provided to better equip the ABM providers 

Proliferating Bureaucracy 

Up to now, however, experience with offers for qualifica- 
tion and further education in the new laender has shown 
that money alone 1s not enough to improve the dreadful 
situation. In contrast to the high expectations, participa- 

tron 1s still low. Of the approximately 2 million workers on 
short hours—of whom 516,000 have lost between 75 and 
100 percent of their employment—+4ust 29,800 made use of 
the appropriate qualification opportunities during the first 
two months of this year. “That is a poor turnout. Many 
workers on short hours, who could soon become unem- 
ployed, have not realized how serious the situation 1s." a 

spokesman from the Federal Labor Institute said 

The causes are clear: According to the present wage agree- 
ment, workers on zero hours receive up to 90 percent of 
their most recent wages, on the other hand, if they apply 
for unemployed retraining, they only get 68 percent. The 
federal government now intends to change this by 
extending the regulation for workers on short hours from 
¥) June on, and making retraining obligatory 
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But where are more than a million people to be reedu- 

cated” The market for educated people offering courses 
and seminars has been exhausted. “We can hardly 

handle the applicants,” Guenter Baengeroth, director of 
the Free Academy for Continuing Education in Business 
Administration in Berlin, sand. The academy has about 
1.000 places available for unemployed NVA [National 
People’s Army] officers, ex-GDR > muinisteral officials, 

and those employed in integrated plants to be retrained 
as government certified business managers. The Federal 
Labor Institute and the Federal Defense Ministry cover 
the high cost of DM18.000 per training slot 

Baengeroth makes no secret of the fact that cooperation 
with the local labor offices does not function smoothly 
Financial support 1s often given too late. proposals often 
slowly processed. “The rampantly growing bureaucracy 

is, now as before. one of the biggest obstacics to helping 
people with their professional reorientation.” 

Baengeroth said 

Besides the formal educational institutions, numerous 
initiatives have developed in recent months in the busi- 

nesses themselves. There 1s hardly a large enterprise in the 
former GDR in which there 1s not talk of establishing a 
company for qualification or employment. Particularly the 
umions and the company advisers cxapect the companies to 
provide a sizeable contribution to economic structural 

change. The advantage 1s that the employees remain in the 
firm ard can be retrained there in familar surroundings 
Wages can be provided up to 100 percent from the assets of 
the Federal Labor Institute for short-hours work or—if the 
activity 1s generally useful—as an ABM measure 

Hodge- Podge 

One criticrsm 1s. however, that only a very few such 

employment or qualification companies have gonc 
beyond the planning stage up to now. Thus, tor example 
$00 workers in the Zehdenick Industrial Works, GmbH. 

in Zehdenick, 60 km north of Berlin, will soon be 
accepted imo a newly founded employment company 

The firm and the city of Zehdenick are the partners in 

the “Siruciural Development Company for Work and 

Qualifiation GmbH” (AQUA) 

While before unification in Zehdenick clectronic com- 

ponents and insulating materials were produced for the 

GDR advertising combine Robotron, the workers are 

now to be introduced to completely new activities. They 

range from plastic recycling projects all the way to the 
development of areas for trade, the construction of 

hiking paths. and the laying of sewage pipes. It remains 
questionable, however, whether this hodge-podge of 
tasks will produce real professional perspectives. Experts 

warn, not without reason, that the numerous imitiatives 

may quickly turn out to be “occupational therapy.” The 
goals are too vague, and there 1s a lack of basic analysis 

of future professional fields 
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The foundation of a structural promotion company, 
Schwedt, GmbH, in which Petrolchemic und Krafist- 
offe, AG (PCK), Schwedt an der Oder, the local author- 
thes, and 1G Chemie want to participate, 1s viewed with 

skepticism. The company sees itself as a “non-profit 
joint enterprise.” in which ABM measures are to be 
organized in market cconomy terms. To increase the 
attraction for the workers, they must have a share in a 
loan to the company 

The enterprise's employees’ council 1s confident that a 
large number of workers on short hours can be entrusted 
with new tasks. On the employment company’s agenda 

are an afforestation program around the city, the expan- 
sion of the road and transportation network, the reno- 
vation of apartments, as well as the construction of a 
recycling station and the dismantling of a yeast-fodder 
plant on the firm's property. However, it 1s still not clear 
how many employees will actually take part in this. 

There 1s also the question of whether ut makes sense 
economically to busy expert chemical workers with 

planting trees 

Additional Tasks 

Employers are particularly hesitant. They are afraid that 

the restructuring process in the former GDR will be 
more hindered than promoted by the formation of 
employment companies. The enterprises would be bur- 
dened with additional tasks that would detract from the 

real goals—cost reduction and the ability to compete on 
the market. Therefore there are several experts who 

argue for a prior qualification of workers on short hours 

in formal educational institutions outside the plants. But 

there are just far too few of them 

* DIW Trade Balance Report: 4th Quarter 1990 

YIGEO249A Berlin WOCHENBERICHT- DIN 
in German 14 Mar 91 pp 116-121 

[DIW, German Institute for Economic Research, report 
“On Foreign Trade Trends for the Federal Republic of 
Grermany in the Fourth Quarter of 1990" ] 

[Text] Adjusted for seasonal variation, the nominal 
export trade of the Federal Republic of Germany stag- 
nated during the fourth quarter of 1990, compared to the 
previous year, ut experienced a decline. The negative 

effect on exports was duc not only to the downward 
trend in the Western nations and the structural crisis in 

the USSR: t also had to do with the real upward 

revaluation of the German mark [DM] over the past 
year 

Favorably affected by the increased purchasing power in 
the new lacnder following the expansion of the currency 
area of the German mark (1 July 1990), the mmport trade 
again expanded sharply, during the quarter under 
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review, it was 8.3 percent higher than in the previous 
year. Adjusted for seasonal variation, the surplus for the 

trade in goods fell by around DM11 billion compared to 
the third quarter. the balance of trade im services was 

even. The traditional deficit in the transfer balance 
increased only shghtly. The seasonally adjusted surplus 

in the current account balance dropped significantly, and 

at DM6.2 billion ts only just under one-third of the 
third-quarter balance. For the total year, a current 

account surplus of DM73 billion (1989: DM102.8 bil- 
hon) was recorded. 

Current Account Balance of Western Germany 

Surplus in Goods Balance Declines Again 

The real export of goods by western Germany, including 
deli enes to eastern Germany, increased at a heightened 
pace (7.7 percent) in the fourth quarter, adjusted for 
seasonal influences and calendar irregularities.’ By delim- 
iting the specialized trade, in which the trade in goods with 
eastern Germany is not considered, exports in the final 
quarter of the year stagnated compared to the previous 
quarter, for all of 1990, the previous year's level was 
surpassed by 1.5 percent. Thus, western Germany's 
exports increased much more slowly than world trade. 
Market shares were lost in the United States in particular 

In contrast, the real import trade literally exploded, with 

a growth rate of Il percent compared to the third 
quarter. Of critical importance here was demand in the 

new lacnder. Imports include many goods that are ulti- 

mately destined for eastern Germany, this shows espe- 

cially clearly the dynamic development of imports of 
food products since the opening up of the internal 

German borders in November 1989.” 

The real surplus in the trade mn goods was DM 3.3 billion 
lower im the fourth quarter than in the preveous quarter. 

Because of the appreciable worsening of the terms of 
trade, the decline was even greater when calculated 
pominally (DM4.5 billion). For the balance of trade in 

services, revenues from eastern Germany in the travel 

sector as well as the increased capital returns at high 
interest rates probably contributed to the considerable 
surrus of DM4.6 billion, compared to the previous 

quarter, however, this figure was around 2 billion less 
For the transfer balance, the gratuitous services provided 
to the castern German laender amounting to DM25 
billion contributed to a deficit of around DM 37 billion 
The current account balance, in which these three bal- 
ances are combined, shows a deficit of around DM1.9 
billion for the fourth quarter. In 1990, the surplus in the 

current account balance, at DM65.6 billion, 1s a good 
DM 36 billion lower than in the previous year 
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Current Account Balance of the Federal Republic of Germany 
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Current Account Balance of Western Germany 

(in the delimitation of the national accounts) 

(Continued) 

Percentage | 03 | i9% 14 09 . : 07 | 26 | 22 | 06 je] | i2 04 -13 

Change i i i i a — —— 

‘Seasonally adjusted according to the Berlin method (BY 3) 
“Balance between carnings and outlay not scasonally adjusicd 
Net exports and balance of transfers 
§Calculated on the basis of mon-rounded data 
SDeflator of ciports in percentage of deflator of umports. ender (1 980-100) 

Sources bederal Stanstcal Office. German Bundeshank, quarter!) national accounts of DIB Deviations on differences and totals are duc to the 
rounding off of figures 

Decline in Exports in Important Sectors’ 

The volume of exports was expanded during the last 
quarter of the year in only a few sectors, these sectors are 
primarily the chemicals industry and the textile and 
clothing industry. The sector with the highest export 
result was the chemicals industry. In road vehicle man- 

ufacture and mechanical enginecring. deliveries to for- 
eign countnes fell during the quarter under review 
However, both sectors are profiting from domestic 
demand: the sacrifices in the export trade were largely 
offset fy additional demand from castern Germany. The 
dechine »° exports of capital goods was less during the 
quarier uredver review than that of consumer goods. This 
was due in part to the fact that exports of electrotech- 
nical capital goods and of automated data processing 
systems underwent an expansion after the decline during 

the previcus six months. It was also possible to increase 
exports of iron, steel, and metal. In contrast, exports of 
electrotechnical consumer goods dropped appreciably 
On the whole, exports of consumer goods during the 
fourth quarter, at just under 7 percent, were significantly 
further below the previous year's level than were those of 
capital goods (3 percent). 

In contrast to the general trend, a slight increase was 
observed in the export of iron and sicel. Following the 
decline in exports that has lasted for more than a year, 
this sector 1s gradually managing to climb out of the 
doldrums. Al this time, it 15 not yet possible to judge 
whether the export trend in the area of raw materials 1s 
an initial indication of worldwide economic recovery 

Exports to EC Countries Increase Slightly 

The different economic trends in the EC countries have 
been perceptibly reflected in German exports to those 
countries. Exports to countries undergoing a recession, 
specifically Great Britain, decreased significantly. Simi- 
larly, deliveries to Italy also experienced a decline, 
affected by the increasingly downward trend in cco- 
nomic activity there. In Spain, the dampened economic 
growth results in a stagnation of exports. In contrast, 
deliveries to France, Belgium-Luxembourg, and Portugal 
experienced a sharp increase. 

On the other hand, the domestic boom in western 

Germany favored exports from the other European 
countries. After the economic unification of the two 

parts of Germany. imports from the EC countnes under- 
went a sharp increase compared to most other countries. 

The development in Germany also stimu'ated growth— 
albeit to a somewhat lesser degree—for the EFTA [Euro- 
pean Free Trade Association] countnes of Austria, Swit- 
zeriand. and Sweden 

In trade with the United States, exports were curbed by 
the weak economic growth in that country as well as the 
strong upward revaluation of the German mark against 
the US. dollar. Deliverses during the quarter under 
review declined by 16 percent compared to the previous 

quarter. In so doing, delivernes from road vehicle man- 
ufacture, which account for one-third of exports, 

declined by an even greater percentage. In contrast, 
cxports to Japan experienced a clear increase after the 

decline during the two previous quarters. 

Deliveries to developing countnes (excluding OPEC 
countries) underwent a slightly accelerated increase, 
adjusted for price; exports to the East Asian countries of 

South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Singa- 
pore were especially higher. Exports to OPEC countries 
and state-trading nations stagnated during the quarter 
under review. Among the latter, exports to the USSR 
decreased sharply duc to the precarious exchange situa- 

tion (a decrease of 26.5 percent over the previous quar- 
ter). A counterbalance to this trend was provided by the 
expansion of exports to Poland, Hungary, Romamia, and 
the CSFR 

Sustained Dynamics in Imports of Finished Goods-End 
Product 

The accumulated need for durable consumer goods ad 
the need to modernize technical installations resulted in 
a further sharp rise in demand from castern Germany. 
The ability of western Germany to supply many goods 
fell off significantly as carly as in the first months after 
the beginning of the currency, economic, and social 
umion. It was only by resorting to immediately available 
goods in other countries that the pressing demand from 
eastern Germany could be met. The increased imports 
by western Germany for the most part concerned transit 
goods 

The price-adjusted imports of consumer goods under- 
went an accelerated increase, during the quarter under 
review, they were one-third higher than in the previous 
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year. Especially sharp increases were observed im pur- 

chases of passenger vehicles, clectrotechnical consumer 

goods, furniture, and clothing. In contrast. the pace of 

capital goods purchases clearly slowed down. The growth 
rate declined primarily for cicctrotcchnical capital 

goods. An accelerated increase wis observed in imports 
of mechanical products and trucas., for the latter group 

the volume of imports doubled compared to the prev sous 

year. Here. the long delivery pernods of western German 
producers of small trucks worked to the advantage 0° 
other countries 

After the decline during the summer of 1990. the umport 

of industnal primary products (excluding crude oi! and 

petroleum products) increased clearly by the year's end 

consistent with the growing production in the processing 

sector. here. imports of finished goods-primary products 

in particular increased. With chese products as well. a 
significant portion probably involved transit goods to 
eastern Germany. The import of energy sources stag- 
nated mm the final quaricr of the year compared to the 
previous quarter, amidst the high price of crude onl on 

the world market and cxapectations of a drop in prices 

s for Western Germany in the First Six 
Months of 1991 

The real volume of orders received from abroad im the 

overall processing sector during December 1990) January 
1991 clearly dechned again compared to the previous 

two months. Foreign orders declined in particular 
among manufacturers of capital goods. primarily on 

mechanical engincering (textile machines, machines for 

the construction sector) and mn road vehicle construction 

(trucks). The weakness of foreign demand was duc not 
only to the economic recession in certain industrialized 

nations, but also the real upward revaluation of the 
German mark. In particular, the real upward revaluation 

against the US. dollar and the yen, which in the final 
quarter of 1990 amounted to 20 percent* and 17 percent 
respectively. compared to the average for 1989. wall 

intensify Competition on third markets 

The share of German exporters im the nominal export 
growth of 12 important industnalized nations had already 
decreased significantly in 1988 and 1989. this trend should 
have continued in 1990. Although scarcely any shares were 
lost on the trade with EC and OPEC countnes, clear 
sacrifices were discernible in trade with developing coun- 
ines. Amidst increasing supply pressure on the world 

market, the price of products 1s becoming the most impor- 

tant determining factor for demand. 1 can be expected that 
German exporters will lose market shares in industnalized 
nations as well. The cxaport of goods during the first six 
months of 1991 will probably even fall short of the low 

level achieved at the end of 1990 

In contrast, a further sharp increase 1s cxpected in the 

real import trade. The reduction im the price of many 

products duc to exchange rates. the falling prices of raw 

materials on the world market. and most of all the 
further sharp cconomic upswing im western Germany 
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«i'l mean thal emports will contenuc to capenence brisk 

expansion. Amidst sharply tallong prices tor crude oil, 

the relation between caport and umport prices (terms of 

trade) had already improved at the end of 1990). this 

trend will probably be intensified. Despiic the lower 

proes of many goods. nominal mmports will mercase 

more sharply than caports. and the balance of trade m 

goods—as in December 1990—wall be even. The balance 
of trade m services and the transtcr balance wall be 

defined by the transfers to the new lacnder, which are 

difficult to assess. thes was demonstrated by the trend 

during the sccond si months of 1990. The current 

account balance for western Grermany should show a 
deficut on for the first sia months of 199) 

Increasing ( ompetitive Weakness of the b astern 
German § conemy 

The expansion of the currency area of the German mark 

to castern Greermany on | July 1990 enstially brought with 

it unsolvable competition and marketing problems for 

most enterprises there Eastern Grerman foreign trade 
for which separate data are published. shows a “bright- 

ened” trend. despite massive sacrifices, because many 

dechvenes to the CEMA area were conducted on the basis 
of the “transter ruble” until the end of the vear, the new 

ratc of whoch resulted in a decline mm revenucs in German 

marks and necessitated massive subsidies for these deliv- 

ences. Exports to CEMA countnes were further increased 

during the final quarter of the year, and for all of 1990 
they were even somewhat higher than in the previous 

vear OM castern Crermany s total caports m 1990. BU 

percent was transacted with state-trading nations and 

only |} percent was with Western mndusinalized nations 

(including around & percent with EC countrnes) This 
structure alone imdicates an overwhelming need for 

adjusiment. because foreign demand can be capected 
only through a significant change on the regronal caport 

structure. as the western Crerman cxport structure shows 

Expansions of caports to the Netherlands. !taly. and the 

OPEC countries involve primarily the sale of used cap- 

ital equipment 

Eastern Geerman imports from third countmes under 

went a broad-based, sharp decline The CEMA coun 

ines, which on 1989 accounted tor around two-thirds of 

imports, were affected by this to the same degree as 

exports from most other countries. During the quarter 

under review. only imports from the United States 
imcreased, although these imports account for only 0.5 

percent of the total The predominant source of imports 

since | July 1990 has been western Crermany. Al the 

same time. the imports recorded om mternal Crerman 
cconomi trade reflect only a small part of thes flow of 

goods. The structure of this umport trade whereby a 
good one-third 1s in food and semiluaury items. as well 

as in consumer goods. and scarcely more than one-third 

is in capital goods. clearly docs not mdicate the rapid 
devclopment of a competitive industry 
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|. The analyses om thes repo for western Germany 

applics to time penods adjusted for scasons and working 

days. The seasonal adjesimeni 1s done according to the 

Berlin method (BV 3) 

, 
* The real umport of goods from the food sector showed 

a basic Magnating trend from the beginning of | 988 until 
the fall of 1989 Afterwards. imports mcreased slightly 

until the middie of 1990. and during the second sin 

months of 1990 the pace accelerated significantly. during 

the final quarter of the year. imports were just under 20 
percent higher than im the previous year "ms not 

(serman imports that are destined for casiern Crermany 

on the bases of carsteng Satestical data 

4 The caports destened for castern Crermany according 
to goods groups (sectors) are recorded by the Federal 
Statrstiical Office only for mternal German cconoma 

trade 

4 In WOXHENBERICHT No 99! of 28 February 

1991 thes revaluation rate of 20 percent «as erroncously 

mmdicated as the real upward revaluation for 1991 ict. p 

89) Thes mestake should also be corrected im the corre- 

sponaing graph on thal page 
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* SNCF Orders Advanced High-Speed Trains 

VIESOOW'B Parcss LE MONDE om French 4 Apr 9i 
r > 

[Article by Alaen Fauwas “Transportation An 11 .5- 

Billon-Franc Deal. French Natronal Railroad Company. 
SNCF. Orders Dowble-Decker High-Speed Train From 
GEC-Alsthom”™] 

[Teat) The SNCF [French National Rasiroad Company] 
has placed an order with the consortium headed by the 
Franco-Britesh manufacturer, GEC-Alsthom, for 100 
double-decker TGV's [high speed tram]. 45 of which are 
confirmed and are to be delivered as of the summer of 
1994. Thess order amounts to 11.5 bilhon francs [Fr] 
GE -Alsthorm wll receive “0 percent of the transaction 
and the industrial diviwon of ANF (a subsidiary of the 
Canadian combenc. Bombardicr) and De Dietrich are 
sharing the rest 

This equipment. which will const of eight cars pro- 
vided with two engines. 1s designed to permit the SNCF 
to deal with the popularity of the Southeast Line, the 
traffic on whech went from 15.5 millon passengers im 
1986 to 21.5 mulhon m 1990 Despite the overbooking 
employed by the commercial services to obtain a high 
occupancy rate on tranns (76 percent), the 108 trans now 

im Operation are not enough to satesfy the demand. 
especially between Paris and Lyons The double-decker 
trains provide a capacity that ms 35 percent greater, or 

$40 seats versus 400 on conventronal trains They will be 
capable of operateng at “X) kmh. which leads the 
company to beleve that the SNCF well increase TOV 
cruming speed on the Southeast Line from 270 kivh to 
300) kmh. as ot well on the Atlantec Line 

Tested last sear between Paris and Grenobic. the double- 
decker TG) represents a technecal achievement wince 
the engineers succeeded in preserving the axle load of 17 
toms. as with the “regular” TGV's Thy shell of the cars is 
comMructed on keeping with a new technology based on 
shaped aluminum in order to make it as hight as possuble 

This shell will probably be emploved as the bass for the 
TGY “sleeping car.” now on the drawing board, which 

“ill provide service on the principal European runs 

nights at hugh speed 

This new 

nm favor of caport 

equipment also represents a weighty argument 
ing for ChFC -Abethorm often crtcivred 

miort of sts tranns. whech are less roomy 

than those of the Japanese Shinkansen [bullet train] and 
especially. of the Crerman ICE) The TO:V's that have 

been proposed im Asia could include double-decker 
trams if Korean or Tarwanese chents are willing to 
accept the additional cost as compared with the price of 
the “Atlantic” type equipment, that is. Fril$ milhon 
instead of Fr&} mullon per tram 

for the aA ' 

Marting with 1994. the SNCF order will enable GEC. 
Alsthom to mamntain production schedules at its Belfort 

FRANCE 
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(engines) and La Rochelle (cars) plants, at whoch tome the 
350 trauns delivered or ordered by then will have left the 
assembly lines 

* GEC-Alsthom, Fiat Rail Negotiations Collapse 

VIESOOOWC Paris LUSINE NOUVELLE om French 18 

ipr Vip ld 

[Article by Marc Nexon and Massimo Prand: “Rav! 
Negotiations Between French and ltahan Companies 
Broken Off. Alhance Between GEC-Alsthom and Fiat 
Deraslied™} 

[Text] The director of IRI [Indusinal Reconstruction 
Institute]. the Itahan public consortium. did not want to 
see the Fiat Rail Division, the third largest Itahan 
manufacturer of rail equipment, icave italy for another 
country 

It was capected that the Franco-ltalan Fiat- 
Alcatcl-Alsthom marrage would run into trouble with 
the telecommunications part of the deal. It finally 

tnipped and fell on the rail msuc. A scheduling comer 
dence: While Brussels was giving Alcatel the green hight 
to take over 75 percent of Teletira. Fiat's telephone 
equipment subsidiary. the Fiat Rail Divison and GEC - 
Alsthom announced the suspension of their negotiations 
There was nothing that had led them to anticipate such a 
failure. The grandiose strategic alliance that had been 
planned in vhe end gave birth to a modest agreement on 
technical Cooperation. “A real blow to the French ras! 
industry.” people ict on mm the corndors of the Brussels 

Commission. Yet. GEC-Alsthom’s acquisition of 5.1 
percent of the Fiat Rai Divison (with a sales volume of 
| % bilhon francs [Fr]) had looked promising under the 
most favorable of circumstances. The French manutac- 
turer had even added to its cxuport catalogue an ltahan 
specialty commuter trams [trans pendulaires) 

But the storm was brewing. Furious at seeing the cown- 
trys thord largest rail equipment manufacturer beave for 
another country, Franco Nobili, the director of the 
public consortium, IRI, promised to exact revenge. He 
did The other na sonal manufacturers countcrofiensive 
*as not long im coming. Ansaldo, the country's biggest 
rail equipment supplicr. threw itself into the arms of the 

(rerman company. Siemens. which was only too happy 

to offer ut ots high-speed tram. the ICE. As for Breda. 1 
went and offered ABB 49 percent of its capital m 

exchange for shares in the Swiss-Swedish consortium + 
European subsidiaries. To crown if all, the head of the 
Ntahan Railroads pointed owt GEC -Alsthom’s failure to 
technically adapt the French TGV to the Itahan network 
That was all it took to ruin the negotiations in progress 
between Fiat and GEC-Alsthom. The cost of that trans 
action, estimated at Fr680 millon. proved to be the 
principal apple of discord. While Fiat, for its part 
brandished its recent order for pendoline [commuter] 
trains (Fri.1 Ballron) to raise the stakes. Not to mention 
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the differences of opmmon m the Fiat Rai Division 
management, sctteng the “pro-French™ agammst the par- 

trsans of an Itahan solution for the high-speed train (the 
ETR 500). Desprte the many trips made by Prerre Suard. 

the gencral manager of Alcatel Alsthom. the alhance 
suddenly changed. So, ' was no wonder that last week 
Cesare Romiti, one of the Fiat directors, signed the ~ vai! 
peace™ with ts rvals, Breda and Ansaldo. Its priority 

FRANCE 23 

~as to avon’ berg molaicd. So. now thal of has been 

turned down, GLC -Alsthom well hawe a hard tome get- 

tong sts TGV accepted im Italy. Its only consolation: The 

French manufacturer will be collaborateng with Fiat 
well-known for ts bogees and commuter trains, highly 
rated by the Germans and the Swiss. But how far can 

such an agreement get wiihout a financial lnk between 
the two partners” 
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De Michelis Discusses Economic Position 

¥1E SOR001 Rome L.4 REPURBLIC 4 om Thaler 

Ji May 9! f Z 

[Arteacle by Eugeneo Occorwo: “De Mocheles Says: “Tre 

We are Fifth. But Wath Honor”) 

[Text] Rome—No sluwons haly has by no means sur 
passed France m overall nches. Al most has drawn 

close to nt Added to the explanations of Business Inter 

natronal the orgamization which according to Ministcr 

De Michels apparently reached that conclusion— 
published Saturday by LA REPL BBLIC A—are those of 

the bead of the Foreign Ministry homectt. In a non 

crrculated yesterday. the minisicr wrote in the 

December 1990 publication of EL ROPEAN 

EC CONOMY | there are 199! forecasts according to which 
the tahan GDP well b lower than the French GDP by 
only 54.3 tbulhbon ECU's [European Currency nits], oF 

5 4 percent of the French GDP forecast for thes vear, and 

thus withen a very close margin.” in a word. all agree 
even accepting as “close a gap of more chan 5 percent of 

the French GDP. (that 1. equal to at least $70) billron) 

our country sill places fifth De Michels went on to 

cxplamn., “Subject to further confirmation. Eurostat 199! 

forecasts place owr 199! gross domesin product at 95 

percent of France's 

The r> orsal of the figures and hence the rectification of 

the ones announced last Wednesday from the Crrand 

Hote! platform. «= now compicte The “sdcologiwal 

restructuring does mot seem to be wo decrsive De Mach 

ches emphaured. “C omsedering the last ten years. ther 
was no decline—Dul a fine recovery m the country 

Then he also wrote “ln the last ten vears Italy has 
reached a fisi-rank postion m Europe and uf ms only 

reght to say 80. because ten years ago thal was certarnly 

not the case. Naturally. and | want to emphawre ut once 

again. the GDP «= bul one way of measuring th 
coonomy. To state that wm GDP terms Italy has mack 

enormous progress docs not mean we should act lhe the 
crecket [en the table), bul rather we showld seek the faith 

and perseverance of the ants In a word. the moenter 

seems to say: The data I have read may even be cxaggct 
ated, Sul there no Gow that Italy has won for rteelf a 

place om the sun alongside the major world coonomn 
powers 
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How could a misundersianding of such proportions 

arise’ The answer lcs on a tng 250-page book. entitled 
Glohal Consumer Demographics, published cach year by 

the New York office of Business International 

In yesterday 's note De Michels caplamned, “| bought 1.” 
and the press office added t paid “almost $400 dollars” 

for vt. Shirley Dreifus. proyect advisor for the activity 

confirmed to us by telephone that “i 6 not sold m 

bookstores. bul if an organization of proven trustworth- 

mess regucsts tt via fax (Edntors note: As surely the 

Foresgn Moinestry 1s) ot 1s sent after payment of $395 plus 
postage (in page 27 of the current editeon there 1s the 

mcriminating classification. With a number of slustra- 

trve charts the ltahan gross domestic product 1s placed at 

$ 1.268 bilhon dollars, while the French GDP 1s $1209 
Michacl Moynian. author of the estemates. declines 

responsitility “<slohal Forecasting Service of London 
provedes us with the data. ut 1s the mtcthigence uni of 

Business International 

Therefore, the figure |word iicgibic] and. morcoves. 1s 

mot the result of a press error, as we reported on 

Saturday. However, Elido Favs. manager of the Rome 
office of the far-flung Business International had some 

corrections to make “Because of ts dimenwons, the 

publication 1s prepared a long tim. —<ven si, months- 

mm advance. It  mtended for large madrstries, and they 

are urged to keep «t confidential. It 1 constanth being 

up-dated The forecasting methods could also be gues 
tonablic and that «= clearly recognized, just as ots 

explained that all the data can vary considerably because 

one of the princepal variations taken mmto consdcration 

1s the doliar exchange rate. Fate would have it that on the 

last vear and one hall the dollar had varved by as much as 

M) percent with respect to the lira. and even more with 

respect to the franc. Have you prepared a more realist 

forecast” “Certamly, | have already sand ours 16 a con 

tynueng cfiort, so much so that, according to me ut ma 
mistake to keep adjusting the GDP om the light of these 

variatrons. In any event, we now forecast for Italy m 
1991 $1.23) bulhon, and for France $1,357 bulhon 

( onsedermng all that has happened. we have been in 
touch with New Vork to record these corrections im th 

sill enprinted part of the publication. It will be the fire 

ume that has happened. bul | thenk «om worth the 

trovetyic 
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Finland 

* USSR Economy Collapse Retards Growth 

YIENO473B Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 27 Mar 91 p B8 

{Unattributed article: “ETLA [Economic Research Insti- 
tute] Expects Upturn in Economy Next Year, Outlook 
for Employment Continues To Be Gloomy, Even 

Though Total Production Increases™] 

[Text] The Economic Research Institute (ETLA) pre- 
dicts that costs will stop rising and exports will start to 
increase next year. The gross national product (GNP) 
should also increase again next year thanks to the growth 
of exports. There 1s no relief in sight for the steadily 
worsening unemployment situation. 

According to the ETLA forecast, the GNP will drop by 

1.5 percent this year but will rise again by | percent next 

year. Exports, which will drop by 2.5 percent this year, 
will increase by 4 percent next year, according to the 

forecast 

The drop in total production volume this year ts attrib- 

utable to the simultaneous impact of export difficulties 
and a decline in domestic demand. When production 

drops, employment rapidly decreases, and the slight 
increase next year will not be enough to ease the employ- 
ment situation. 

The number of unemployed will rise from fewer than 
90,000 last year to about 140,000 this year and over 
160,000 next year. According to the ETLA forecast, 
seasonal unemployment next winter may even amount 

to 200,000. Unemployment will rise most sharply in the 

construction industry 

Cessation of the growth of income and high interest rates 
will considerably lower the continued [high] level of 
houschold consumption and investments in housing this 
year. Next year, individual consumption will rise, but 

investments in housing will continue to drop. 

Industrial production began to fall off as early as a year 

ago, and the decline in exports will force ut to drop by 

another 3 percent this year. The picture will be brighter 
next year thanks to an increase in exports to the West, 
and industrial production will grow by 2 percent. 

The decline in exports of goods this year 1s due to the 

sharp drop in trade with the USSR. According to the 
forecasts, exports to the Soviet Union will drop to half of 
what they were. According to ETLA director Pentt 
Vartia, the difficulty of predicting what is going to 
happen with Soviet trade introduces uncertainty into 

therr forecasts. According to him, exports to the USSR 
may just as well drop by 40 or 60 percent. 

The metal industry, the chemical industry, and the 

textile and clothing industry are suffering most from the 
collapse of Soviet trade. 

ETLA predicts thal exports to the West wall increase this 

year by 3 percent, despite the recession in the industrial 

countries, and by 5 percent next year, once the world 
economy recovers. Export prices will also rise. 

Cheaper crude oil 1s also lowering the prices of imports of 

goods. Together with the drop in import prices, the drop 
in import volume will, according to ETLA, turn the trade 
balance into a nearly 5-billion-markka surplus this year, 

even if exports grow. Next year, imports will remain at the 
same level as this year, but exports will grow, in which 
case the trade balance surplus will increase to 10 billion 

markkas. 

Because the drop in international interest rates will 

reduce interest payments on the foreign debt, the trade 
balance deficit will also be reduced from last year’s 25.5 
billion markkas to 2! billion this year, and 18 billion 

next year. 

World Brightens Prospects 

ETLA also predicts that the inflation rate will drop from 
last year’s 6.1 percent to 5 percent this year and 4 percent 

next year. The drop in the cost of housing and import 
prices and a tightening of competition in terms of 
commercial prices will slow down the rise in prices. The 

rise in unit labor costs will also be checked. 

According to ETLA, the quarterly Helibor interest rate 
will be an average 13 percent this year and will drop to 
11 percent next year. The forecast docs not take into 

account the pressure that 1s being exerted on interest 
rates by speculation over devaluation. Fears of devalua- 

tion are raising interest rates. 

The favorable prospects for the world economy and 
especially for the U.S. economy are brightening Fin- 
land’s economic prospects. According to ETLA, the 
economic outlook for the world cconomy has improved 

because the price of crude oil has dropped from the level 

it was at last fall 

Cheaper oi! will lower the inflation rates of the Western 
industrial countries this year, in which case interest rates 

will also drop. The casing of monctary policy and 

improvement of the foreign trade balance resulting from 
cheaper oi! will provide the industrial countries with an 
incentive for growth that will case this year’s recession 
and accelerate next year’s growth rate 

The change in the world economy's cconomic situation 

can be seen first as an increase in investments that will 
provide impetus for machine and equipment exports 

Forest industry and other indusirial exports are also 
increasing as the demand for them in Western markets 

increases. According to ETLA, the total volume of forest 
industry exports will sharply mecrease next year, even 

though exports to the Sovict Unron continue to decline 

In addition to cheaper oil, the increase in demand 

attributable to the unification of the two Germanys in 

Europe will provide support for the economies of the EC 
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countries. Finland's share of European growth will, how- 
ever, continue to be a small one because the rate of 

growth of the countries to which Finland customarily 

exports will still be lower on the average than Europe's 
rate of growth. 

Vartia Would Not Support Domestic Demand 

In Pentts Vartia’s opinion, the decisionmakers should 
not succumb to the kind of outmoded recovery policy 

thal strives to support domestic demand 

“It would defer to the future the problems of balancing 
the economy and might even add to them,” Vartia said. 

In his Opinion, recovery measures should be aimed at 
improving conditions for the growth of export firms so 
that the increase in exports could equalize the balance of 

trade. Vartia feels that a suitable way of supporting firms 
would be to lower their social security contributions, 

which would be funded by trimming public-sector 
expenditures 

Sweden 

* Book Urges Overhauling Welfare Model 

YIENO4S9B Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 18 Apr 91 p 2 

[Commentary by Hans Bergstrom: “Feldt and Wetter- 
berg Could Purge Election Movement of Nonsense™] 

[Text] How are we to protect the Swedish welfare mode! 
if capital funds are allowed to move freely and must be 
offered terms just as favorable as in the rest of Europe” 

This 1s approximately the way a iroubled question was 

pul, now that currency control has been abolished and 

Sweden 1s to enter the EC. The question shows that 
Sweden's view of itself has undergone a dramatic change 

Scarcely any socral democrat would have been of the 
opimion 25-30 years ago that our social systems are so 
unproductive that they must be specially protected 

against foreign competition. On the contrary; they saw 

them as dynamic features of the Swedish economy. The 

joint wage policy accelerated structural change and 

increased growth. The active labor market policy coun- 
teracted inflation and raised productivity. Erlander’s 
research policy for the natural sciences, above all, pro- 
vided Sweden with a top ranking in new development 

Social insurances reduced individual ties to a specific 
place of work and promoted mobility. The government's 

program for road construction, airports, schools, day 

care centers, housing construction, etc. created an infra- 

Structure and social service which made ut casier for 

business and industry to expand 

This was our self-image and, in part, reality. Sweden's 

social system needed to be exported rather than pro- 

tected. The efforts of the public authorities were an asset 

to the economy, not a burden. The model was produc- 

live, not naively, socially indulgent 
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Now our self-confidence 1s gone. We have to enter the 

EC in order to manage the Swedish cconomy—or stay 

oul in order to protect our social system. Thus two lines 

of argument. That the social systems represent a com- 
parative advantage for the Swedish cconomy 1s some- 
thing almost no onc seems to assert any more. 

In this situation Gunnar Wetterberg has written a book 
Det nva samhallet—om den offentliga sektorns 

mojligheter [The New Soctety—On the Opportunities of 
the Publ. Sector| (published by Tidens Forlag). Fate had 
it appear on the market the day after Feldt [Feldt's 

memoirs]. The former minister of finance shows how 
year after year the movement blocked any altempt at 

introducing common sense into public systems. Gunnar 

Wetterberg. head of the structural unit of the Ministry of 

Finance, picks up Feldt’s dropped relay baton and indi- 

cates what should be done now. In the process he has 

written a textbook on the structure and means of the 

public sector 

Feldt’s years were dominated by the tunnel metaphor in 

social democratic circles. Unpleasant decisions must be 

made on a short time scale in order to straighten out the 
economy and get out of the tunnel. Once back out in the 
light. one would then be able to resume the old subsidy 

policy. “Back to the 1960's.” was the anticipated reward 

That concept was devastating. As soon as a glint of light 
was seen, harmful demands welled up 

Wetterberg’s image 1s a different onc. It does not concern 
stabilization policy. Nor does it overturn all social dem- 

ocratic tradition. It can be summed up as “back to the 

1950's.” We must again stress the productive state. The 

pension system should deliberately be shaped so that ut 

promotes houschold savings and work, reorganization of 
the gencral supplementary pension scheme 1s urgent. 

Workers’ compensation insurance 2nd health insurance 

must be abolished as systems of disqualification from 

working life 

A clear distinction must be made between the state's 

income support, its subsidies, and its offering of services 

The state ought primarily to guaranice a decent income, 

a basic protection, during certain exposed situations in 

life. After that, the individual himself should have to pay 

for services (with some protection against cxcessive Cost) 

and competition for the production of these services 

should be free. The result will partly be that people's real 

demand will be met to a greater extent within the health 

care system, for example. (probably with greater finan- 

cial resources as a result) and partly that productivity 
will increase radically in what today 1s public monopo- 

hes 

Double the number of graduate engineers. for instance. 
Wetterberg also proposes, and cxpands the concept 
“infrastructure” to increasingly include advanced know- 

how in Sweden. There has been a lack of graduate 

engineers for 40 years. A deliberate oversupply could 
become a strongly dynamic clement in the Swedish 
cconomy. The universities are to get appropriations not 
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according to how many start but how many finish: One 
million for each graduate engineer, a couple of hundred 

th< asand for each newly graduated economist, etc. The 
unproductive long periods of study in Swedish higher 

education must be stopped. Only one out of five of those 
who begin medical studies ever completes them. 

Gunnar Wetterberg’s program is based on a deliberate 
and clearly accounted-for idea of which essential tasks 
the state must primarily handle well. Greater general 

welfare compared to, say, the 1950's should reasonably 
mean that the citizens have a better chance than at that 
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tume of themselves paying for individual consumption 

and for insurance beyond basic security. It 1s totally 

preposicrous that more and more consumption 1s paid 

for with subsidies. Instead, the state must concentrate on 
what threatens the collective welfare: environmental 
destruction and the lack of development force in the 
economy with its impact on employment 

In a better world, Feldt’s and Wetterberg’s books would 
in combination be a sufficiently strong push to fianlly 
enable parties and media to devote the months before an 

election to essential matters 
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* Cement Firm Invests in Automation, Expansion 
9YIESO6914 Istanbul DUNYA in Turkish 9 Apr 91 p 8&8 

[Artcle by Filiz Sonmaz: “Afyon Cement Plans To 
Invest $3.5 Million in 1991" ] 

[Excerpts] Afyon Cement Corporation whose shares 
were recently offered to the public by the Public Part- 
nership Administration was formed as a publicly owned 
corporation in 1954 by the regional firm Yuntas Corpo- 
ration with an investment of 5 million Turkish lira 
CISAN [Turkish Cement Production Corporation] pro- 
vided assistance for the construction and administration 
of the factory. [passage omitted] 

The firm's capital was increased to 2.5 billion Turkish 
lira in 1990. Currently, the factory manufactures pre- 
mixed portland cement as well as unmixed finely ground 
special cement baked with fucl oi! that 1s mostly used in 
concrete transoms. The factory's equipment consists of 
two rock crushers, two pulverizing grinders, two rotating 
ovens, and three cement grinders. [passage omitted] 

Thus factory will be the first in Turkey and the Middle 
East to use an “expert system” production automation 
process. In addition, with the installment of two clectro- 

filters and the completion of work to expand capacity. 
the factory's production capacity 1s expected to rise from 
the current 450,000 tonnes to $50,000 tonnes by mid- 
199). 

The company’s most important markets are in the prov- 
inces of Afyon, Usak, Kutahya; the Aksehir district of 
Konya: the Tavsanh, Gediz and Simay districts of 
Kutahya; and the Kula district of Manisa. The firm 1s 

also secking to expand its market share in Antalya 
through a sales office 1 has opened in that city. Approx- 
imately 88 percent of the cement sold 1s packaged and 
the rest 1s in precast form. Afyon Cement, which has 
been trying to increase its sales of precast cement, sells 
approximately {5,000 tonnes of special cement to the 
Concrete Transom Factory each year. [passage omitted] 

Adnan Ignebekcil, director general of the Set Group 
Holding Corporation and a member of the cxccutive 
board of the Afyon Cement Industry Corporation, said 
that average capacity utilization in the cement industry 

18 higher than in other sectors and that ut rose from 77 
percent in 1988 to 81 percent in 1989 and 1990. Noting 
that Turkey's developed regions, in particular the highly 
industrialized Marmara region, account for a large por- 
tion of the industry's output, Ignebekcil said that energy 
expenditures make up the largest component of produc- 
tion costs. Stating that the pulverizers and the cement 
grinders are powered by clectricity and that the ovens 
use coal or fuel oil, Ignebekcili said that numerous 
cement factories invested in conversion to coal following 
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the increase in the price of fucl onl. With regard to the 
status of demand in the cement industry. Ignebekcilh 
sand: 

“Demand for cement, one of the basic inpul materials of 
the construction mdusiry and infrastructure projects. 
depends on the vitality of the construction industry and 
growth in infrastructure spending. The construction 
industry and infrastructure spending, on the other hand. 
vary with general cconomic activity and population 

growth which 1s the primary clement that determines 
demand for housing. In general. an inverse relationship 
1s Observed between per capita cement consumption and 

the level of development of a country. Demand for 
infrastructure investments and urbanization in devel- 
oping countnes drives up per capita cement consump- 

tion. In 1983 average per capita cement consumption 
was 450 kilograms in Germany, France, Spain, and 
Poland, 300 kilograms in the United States and Canada: 
and 600 kilograms in Italy, Czechoslovakia, and Greece 
Another reason for differences in consumption 1s the 
reduced use of cement as a consequence of advanced 

construction methods.” 

Noting that Turkey's per capita cement consumption has 
steadily increased since 1960, Ignebekcil: sand that this 
increase has averaged 9 percent annually. He added that 
the average rate of increase was 11.7 percent until 1978 
and that « dropped to $.7 percent im the neat 10 years 

because of economic stagnation. Stating that all cement 
manufacturers in Turkey are members of the Turkish 
Cement Producers’ Association and that this association 
18 a member of the European Cement Producers’ Asso- 
ciation, Ignebekcil said that Turkish cement producers 
pay an excise duty determined by the Ministry of 

Industry and Trade for every tonne of cement they sell 
He added: “Revenues from that surcharge tax are used to 
offset some of the costs of transporting cement and 
clinker from regions with a surplus of supply to regions 
with a surplus of demand and to finance part of the cost 

of modernizing and expanding cement factories.” 

Ignebekcil: said that, because of high costs, long-distance 
highway transportation 1s not favored in foreign cement 
trade where transportation costs make up a significant 
portion of overall costs. He added that imternational 

cement trade 1s largely confined to countries in close 
proximity to cach other or countries which have sea 

transportation facilities. He continued: [passage 

omitted] 

“Cement imports totaled 447,000 tonnes mn 1989 and | 
million tonnes in 1990. Exports mn those years totaled 

234,000 tonnes and 1.7 million tonnes, respectively 
Exports were largely shipped from Aegean and Mediter- 
rancan ports, while imports mostly came in from Mar- 

mara ports. In recent years, imports for castern and 
southeastern Anatoha have been increasing.” 

Noting that Afyon Cement had a paid capital of 2.5 
bilhon Turkish lira as of 31 December 1990, Ignebekcrh 
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said that the company realized a net profit of 6.203 

billhon Turkish lira in 1990. [passage omitted] He added 

that this represents an increase of 100 percent over 

profits for 1989 

[Box, p 8] 

Capacity Te Increase 

Adnan Ignebekcili, director-general of the Sct Group 
Holding Corporation and a member of the exccutive 
board of the Afyon Cement Industry Corporation, said 

“We spent 1990 essentially appraising the firm and 

assessing the factory's technical, financial, and adminis- 

trative needs 

“Despite the adverse developments im the general 
economy as a result of the Gulf war and other gencrai 
factors and the strike in the cement industry, the accom- 
plishments of our firm in 1990 were highly satisfactory 
[passage omitted] 
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“In 1990 we worked to modernize the firm's information 

system and converted to extensive utilization of com- 

puters. Work is under way to have all functions per- 
formed by computers and to train personnel for that 

purpose 

“We will spend $3.5 millon in 1991 for automation, 
modernization, capacity cxpansion, and environmenial 

protection. Our factory will be the first to use an “experi 
sysiem™ production automation process in Turkey and 
the Middle East. In addition, our factory will be fitted 
with two electofilters in 1991. Once our capacity ecxpan- 

sion work 1s compicted, our annual production capacity 
will increase from our current 450,000 tonnes to $50,000 

tonnes in mid-1992. 

“Despite increases in the foreign exchange rate and 

interest rates and the adverse impact of the Gulf crisis, 
we expect 1991 to be a productive year. We anticipate 

demand for cement to increase in 1991 and especially in 

1992. In 1991, we expect production and sales to grow by 

approximately 4 percent and to raise our Capacity util- 

vation rate to 100 percent.” 
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